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Is there worthwhile news in the Good News for older adults? We're living longer. "The church has
no place for old people. With the gift of longer life, though, comes pain. " The most severe
physical ailments and frailties might seem inconsequential when compared to the feelings of
psychological and spiritual abandonment that lots of elders report today.I can't relate to Jesus'
message any longer. The gospel calls for action. I can't do what Christ wants me to do, and I feel
guilty. Next you'll find a response, the promise of the gospel, the assurance of God's continuous
love that offers hope in all circumstances. "The Aged Testament comforts me a lot more than
the gospel. These writings relate to my situation more since I'm old, flat on my back again, and
utterly reliant on others. Queries for personal reflection or group dialogue are included at the
end of each chapter, making it an ideal publication for folks or classes. Identify your personal
fears (or the fears of someone you care about) about aging, and study from Thibault's sensitive
study steps to make the the majority of God's gift of longer lifestyle. Life expectancy is
increasing in every developed countries in the world. Thibault says. "Personally i think that I have
outgrown Jesus - he's for beginners in the spiritual lifestyle. Out of Thibault's reflection on the
relevance of the gospel to later life comes hope. Actually, the populace of 85 (plus) year-olds
may be the fastest growing segment in the US.While secular culture offers long-term treatment
insurance, Jesus supplies the promise of abundant existence in the here and now aswell in
heaven,"" Each chapter of 10 Gospel Promises for Later on Life addresses a dread about aging
and faith and provides a good example of its harmful effect on a person's lifestyle." ""
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Inner Peace for Later Years We are a band of friends who volunteer at a skilled nursing facility.
I'd, without reservation, recommend this reserve for any Christian, especially anyone retirement
or older. CB on great group study book Great religious group research book for those folks who
haven't been young for a long period. Good News for all of us older folks Jane Thibault finds
important answers in the Gospels for older adults who have may question if the faith of their
youth will be enough to sustain them in their later years. a good solid biblical resource We
admire the author's endurance and spiritual pluck in searching our the guarantees for old age
requirements. We tap into feelings of helplessness, frustration, hope, pride that getsin just how
of getting and accepting help, and discover the underlying solid faith that lots of possess that
there is a loving God who knows about oursuffering and that we should pray often for his curing
mercy and pray for particular wishes. The reserve is simple to understand, is quite concise and
should be amust read for seniors who are not necessarily in a facility. It spoke to personal
encounters aswell as to many of the Senior Human population that I use. Not what I expected I
had purchased this publication to see if it had been something my senior Sunday School class
may be interested inm however the book seemed to be written for a person who wasn't happy
living out the old age. While it did have some great scripture references and support it wasn't
what I was longing for this book. if one is experiencing the debilitating effects of dissease.She is
perfectly equipped in giving counsel and sharing her own existence story to greatly help us
concentrate on the positiveside of getting older. Five Stars Great book study for our Sunday
College class! For many, there is a question of what is thereason for presence, esp. She writes
obviously in an easy to understand style, however conveys deep indicating with her words.
Among the girls recommended this reserve as a guide to structure the book golf club
spiritualdiscussion with seniors there. We know that with ageing comes the increased loss of
many skills and useful abilities. 10 Gospel Promises Is A Must As a Senior and a Practicing
Sociable Worker I found this research of Christian Gospels excellent. Excellent
publication.Hamilton, a senior LCSW 10/26/11 I will not abandon or forsake you Not pie in the
sky, but down to earth and hope-filled. ESSENTIAL Read for Adult Children in addition to their
parents. Relevant for the older generation I actually am using it to formulate teaching strategies
and dialogue tips with my older senior Sunday college class of females between 70-100. No
beating around the bush but self-explanatory to too many unexpressed feelings, thoughts and
worries. How God holds us as age takes a great many other things from us. Ideal for a book
study A great read and book research if you are or heading toward their old age in life, or helping
someone you care about who is getting older. N.
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